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Abstract

In this paper we present a theoretical study on single-wall silicon and III-V compound nanotubes.
First principles plane wave calculations within density functional theory are used to predict energetics
and electronic structures of armchair and zigzag nanotubes. The stability of tubular structures is further
investigated at finite temperature by ab initio molecular dynamics calculations. Our results indicate
that (n,0) zigzag and (n,n) armchair single-wall Si nanotubes are stable for n ≥ 6. Mechanically, the
Si nanotubes are radially soft, however they are strong against axial deformations. Electronic analysis
showed that zigzag nanotubes are metallic for n ≤ 11, but they show semiconducting behavior for larger
radii. On the other hand, all armchair nanotubes are metallic. (8,0) single wall nanotube has been
chosen as prototypes for AlP, GaN, and GaAs compounds and we found that they are semiconducting
and stable at room temperature.
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1. Introduction

Carbon nanotubes [1] are unique one dimensional nanostructures since they posses exceptional physical
properties [2, 3, 4]. They can be functionalized by adsorption of adatoms and molecules. They are considered
as base materials for the fabrication of molecular switches, superstrong fibers, high-conducting nanowires,
and nanomagnets [5].

As far as the electronic applications are concerned, silicon possesses some properties superior to car-
bon; it has excellent mechanical properties, high affinity and stability to acid. Moreover, a well-advanced
and feasible device technology has been developed for decades for materials based on bulk Si. While the
use of carbon based structures such as single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) requires a completely new
paradigms in the development of nanodevices, Si still continues to attract interest for technological applica-
tions in nanotechnology. Therefore, Si based nanowires and nanotubes have been subject of experimental
and theoretical analysis.

Even if a single-wall Si nanotube (SWSiNT) has never been observed, theoretical predictions have been
performed for various kinds of Si tubes. Fagan et al. [6, 7] have investigated the structural and electronic
properties of chiral SWSiNTs based on Density Functional Theory (DFT) and found that their electronic
properties depend on their chirality. Barnard et al. [8] have examined the dependence of heat of formation
and binding energy of SWSiNTs on their radius and chirality. The stability of (10,0) SWSiNT has been
examined by using empirical Monte-Carlo molecular dynamics method and found that it is stable at finite
temperature [7]. Ponomarenko et al. [9] studied the energetics and relative stability of infinite and finite,
clean and hydrogenated open-ended Si nanotubes by using the extended Brenner potential. The existence of
H-doped stable tube-shaped finite SiNTs have been predicted [10] and their electronic structures have been
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compared with carbon nanotubes [11]. Seifert et al. [12] have argued that structures of silicate and SiH
nanotubes are more stable than bare Si nanotubes. They studied their mechanical and electronic properties
using DFT tight-binding (TB) method and concluded that all these structures are semiconducting. Recently,
the successful synthesis of multiwalled Si nanotubes by the use of the method of vapor deposition within
nanochannels of Al2O3 has been reported by D.Niu et. al. [13]. Now, SWSiNTs are no longer hypothetical
structures and it is not unrealistic to expect their fabrication with controllable size and diameter.

Similarly, achievement of synthesis of nanotubes such as BN [14] and GaN [15, 16] has increased the
interest in the theoretical analysis of compound nanotubes [17, 18]. In addition, the synthesis of Mo and
W chalcogenid nanotubes [19, 20, 21], and also NiCl tubular and cage structures have been realized [22]. In
order to guide further experimental research aiming at the synthesis of various tubular structures of group
IV elements and III-V compounds more theoretical studies concerning their energetics, and stability under
radial deformation and at high-temperature are necessary.

In this paper we present a theoretical analysis of Si-nanotubes and III-V compound nanotubes based
on state-of-the-art first-principles calculations. Our work is concentrated mainly on the tube structures
which can be viewed as the rolling of graphenelike honeycomb planes of Si or III-V elements on a cylinder
of radius R. Starting from the precursor graphenelike honeycomb structures we investigated their stability,
energetics, and electronic properties of these nanotubes. Since O, O2, Si, Au and H are critical elements for
various processes on Si, we also examined the adsorption of these atoms on SWSiNT. The (8,0) zigzag tubes
of AlP, GaN, and GaAs are stable and semiconducting. The results obtained from the present study have
been compared systematically with those of SWCNT. The stable tube structures predicted in this study are
hoped to motivate experimental research aiming at the synthesis of various tubular structures of group-IV
elements and III-V and II-VI compounds.

2. Method

We have performed first-principles plane wave calculations [23, 24] within DFT [25] using ultra-soft
pseudopotentials [24, 26]. The exchange correlation potential has been approximated by generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) [27]. All structures have been treated by supercell geometry using the periodic
boundary conditions. To prevent interactions between adjacent structures a large spacing (∼ 10Å) has been
taken. Convergence with respect to the number of plane waves used in expanding Bloch functions and k-
points in sampling the Brillouin zone are tested for the parent bulk crystals as well as tubular structures. In
the self-consistent potential and total energy calculations the Brillouin zone of nanotubes has been sampled
by (1x1x19) mesh points in k-space within Monkhorst-Pack scheme [28]. Calculations of graphene and
graphite structures have been carried out using (19x19x1) and (8x8x6) k-point samplings, respectively. A
plane-wave basis set with kinetic energy cutoff 200eV ≤ h̄2|k + G|2/2m ≤ 330eV has been used. All atomic
positions and lattice parameters are optimized by using the conjugate gradient method where total energy
and atomic forces are minimized. The convergence for energy is chosen as 10−5 eV between two ionic steps,
and the maximum force allowed on each atom is 0.05 eV/Å.

The stability of the structures we studied is the most crucial aspect of our work, since it provides valuable
information for the synthesis of these materials in the future. In this respect an extensive analysis of stability
has been carried out for various nanotubes. First, we applied a radial deformation to certain nanotubes and
optimized their structures to see whether they relax to their original, undeformed circular forms under
zero external force. Furthermore, we have performed, finite temperature ab initio molecular dynamics
calculations up to 1000 K using the Nosé thermostat [29] for 250 time steps (0.5 ps) to check whether the
optimized structure will be affected from random thermal motion of atoms or whether they maintain their
tubular form at high temperatures. We believe that if there were any kind of structural instability it would
be initiated and also enhanced within these time steps at high temperatures.

3. Honeycomb structure of silicon and III-V compounds

One of the main difficulties for synthesizing Si nanotubes seems to be the absence of 2D silicon layer
similar to the graphene structure of carbon. This is traced to the fact that in contrast to carbon, sp3-
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Figure 1. Band structure and total density of states (TDOS) analysis for planar and buckled honeycomb structure
(HC) of Si. Light-lines correspond to planar (having P6/MMM symmetry) and dark-lines correspond to buckled
structure (having P-3M1 symmetry). The zero of energy is set to the Fermi level EF . The inset shows the 1/12 of
hexagonal Brillouin zone.

hybridization in Si is more stable than sp2-hybridization [30]. In view of this situation, we examined whether
the graphenelike 2D sheet of silicon can be stable. Two dimensional hexagonal lattice forming a honeycomb
structure in the xy-plane has been periodically repeated along the z-axis with 10 Å spacing to minimize
interlayer interactions. In order to reduce the effects of the constraints to be imposed by using the primitive
unit cell we performed structure optimizations on the (2x2) cell in the xy-plane. Our calculations revealed
that the planar structure (where all atoms lie in the same plane) is metastable, but it is buckled by a 0.45
Å relative vertical displacement of alternate atoms on the hexagons. The gain of energy upon buckling
is 30 meV/atom. The binding energy is calculated to be 4.9 eV/atom which is 0.6 eV lower than the Si
diamond structure and the average distance between nearest Si atoms is 2.2Å. In the rest of the paper,
this graphenelike structure will be specified as the buckled honeycomb structure. As shown in Figure 1, the
detailed band structure and total density of states (TDOS) analysis indicate that both buckled and planar
systems have large band gaps along ΓK and MK directions, but conduction and valence bands cross the Fermi
level at the k-point of the Brillouin zone. The electronic structure of the system does not change significantly
as a result of buckling, except some of the bands split due to the lowering of the rotation symmetry. Using a
similar method but different pseudopotentials and an exchange correlation potential, Takeda and Shiraishi
[31] have examined planar and buckled honeycomb structures of Si. Our results, obtained in a four times
larger cell, hence allowing more variational freedom are in overall agreement with the results in Ref. [31].
Moreover, we performed an ab initio molecular dynamics calculations on 2x2 supercell providing further
evidence that the buckled honeycomb structure is stable at 500K for 250 time steps.

Next we address whether a graphite like structure of Si (or graphitic Si) can form. Our study distinguished
chemisorption and physisorption states in the interlayer interaction, in contrast to only the physisorption
state in graphite [32]. The chemisorption state corresponding to a smaller lattice parameter c = 6Å is
energetically more favorable, namely the binding is 5.1 eV which is 0.4 eV smaller than that of the bulk
Si. We note, however, that the lattice parameters and the binding energies depend on the approximation of
exchange-correlation potential [33, 34].

Similar to Si, the honeycomb structures of AlP, GaAs and GaN are found to be stable also, but less
energetic relative to the bulk crystal by 0.8, 1.1 and 0.6 eV per basis, respectively. However, the buckling is
not favored in order to hinder the formation of a dipole layer.
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4. Single wall silicon nanotubes

4.1. Energetics and Stability

Having discussed the stability of a buckled Si honeycomb structure (Si-HC), now we present our system-
atic analysis of (n, 0) zigzag and (n, n) armchair SWSiNTs for different n values; namely n = 3−14 for zigzag
and n = 3, 6, 9 for armchair structures. The (3,0) zigzag SWSiNT has clustered upon structure relaxation,
indicating that it is not stable even at T=0 K. While the structure optimization has resulted in regular
(4,0) and (5,0) tubular structures, the ab initio MD calculations showed that these nanotubes eventually
transform into clusters at higher temperatures as shown in Figure 2. Significant distortions can be easily
noticed in (6,0) and also (7,0) SWSiNTs, but tubular character and hexagonal structures on the surface have
remained. The (6,0) zigzag tube, which has a radius of R = 3.8Å as well as those with larger radii remain
stable at temperatures up to 800 K. Barnard and Russo [8] also reported the instability of (3,0) SWSiNT
in their first-principles study, but they considered (4,0) and (5,0) SWSiNTs as stable structures depending
on their geometry optimization performed at T=0 K. Present results set a limit for fabricating small radius
SWSiNTs. The first and second nearest neighbor interactions between Si atoms become relevant for the
stability of small radius nanotubes and causes clusterings, if R < 3.8Å. Similar behavior is also obtained
for (n, n) armchair SWSiNTs. For example (3,3) SWSiNT is clustered at 800 K in spite of the fact that
geometry optimization yields tubular structure at T=0 K. On the other hand, the (6,6) tube with a relatively
larger radius remained stable at 800 K after 250 time steps. In contrast to (n, n) SWSiNTs, which are found
unstable for n < 6, the (3,3) SWCNT is known to be stable and experimentally fabricated [35, 36]. The
difference in the chemical behavior of C and Si can be traced to the difference in their π-bonding capabilities.
Si tends to utilize all of its three valence p-orbitals, resulting in sp3-hybridization. In contrast, the relatively
large promotion energy from C-2s to C-2p orbitals explains how carbon will activate one valence p-orbital at
a time leading, in turn, to sp, sp2, sp3-hybridizations in 1D, 2D and 3D structures. This is the explanation
why tubular structures of C are more stable than those of Si [11]. Moreover, since the interatomic distance
increases significantly in going from C to Si, the π − π overlap decreases accordingly, resulting in much
weaker π-bonding for Si tubes in comparison with that for carbon tubes.

After the discussion of stability, we next analyze the energetics, namely the behavior of binding energy
(Eb) as a function of the radius (or n) of the tube. Eb per atom is calculated using the expression,

Eb = {ET [SWSiNT ] −N(ET [Si])}/N (1)

in terms of the total energy of the optimized SWSiNT having N Si atoms per unit cell, ET [SWSiNT ], and
the total energy of N , free Si atom ET [Si]. It is found that Eb ∼ 4.9 eV and slightly increases as the radius
R (or n) increases for both zigzag and armchair SWSiNTs as displayed in Figure 3. The energy increase
with n is small. According to our results Eb’s of (n, n) armchair SWSiNTs are ∼ 0.05 eV larger than those
of (n, 0) zigzag ones because of their relatively larger radius at a given n. Corresponding Eb for SWCNTs is
calculated to be 9.1 eV [37] theoretically.

Finally, the strain energy per atom is calculated relative to the energy of the honeycomb structure,

ES = Eb[SWSiNT ] − (Eb[Si −HC]) (2)

by subtracting the binding energy (per atom) of optimized honeycomb structure, Eb[Si − HC] from the
binding energy of SWSiNT. A slight increase in strain energy is observed as the radius R or n decreases. This
is an expected result, since the structure becomes more graphenelike with the increasing radius. Calculated
strain energies given by the inset in Figure 3 are also in agreement with the results obtained by Fagan et al.
[7] and Barnard and Russo [8]. Calculated value of the strain energy of a zigzag SWSiNT is smaller than
the strain energy of a zigzag SWCNT having comparable radius [38]. In the classical theory of elasticity
the strain (or curvature) energy of a tubular structure is given by the expression ES = α/R2, where α is a
function of Young‘s modulus and thickness of the tube’s wall [5, 39]. The result of the present calculations
in Figure 3 gives a fair fit to the expression, α/R2 with α ∼ 2.07eV/Å2.
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(4,0) T=0 K (4,0) T=500 K 

(8,0) T=0 K (8,0) T=500 K 

(6,6) T=0 K (6,6) T=500 K 

Figure 2. Structures of (4,0), (8,0) and (6,6) SWSiNTs at T=0 and T=500K after 250 time steps. A tubular
structure has remained in (6,6) and (8,0) SWSiNT, but the (4,0) structure has clustered.
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Figure 3. The calculated binding energy per atom for (n, 0) zigzag and (n, n) armchair SWSiNTs. The dark region
indicates that tubular structures are unstable at finite temperature. The calculated strain energies ES per atom for
(n, 0) and (n, n) SWSiNTs are shown in the inset.
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4.2. Mechanical Properties

Radial flexibility is a criterion for the stability of tubular structure. SWCNTs are known to be flexible
for the deformations in radial directions [40, 41]: they can sustain severe radial deformation transforming
the circular cross section into an elliptical one with minor (b) and major (a) axes. The radial deformation
on a bare tube of radius R is specified in terms of the strain associated with the pressing of the tube
along the minor axis, εyy = (b − R)/R and the strain associated with the expansion of the tube along the
perpendicular major axis εxx = (a − R)/R. Theoretical and experimental research has shown that radially
deformed tubes relax reversibly to the original circular cross section whenever the external radial force is
lifted [42]. Moreover, radial deformation can modify the electronic structure reversibly, which leads to a
tunable band gap engineering [42, 43]. For example, a semiconducting (n,0) can be metallic under radial
deformation. Our results indicate that SWSiNTs display a behavior different than that of SWCNTs. We
performed a systematic analysis of radial strain for (8,0) zigzag and (6,6) armchair SWSiNTs. First, these
tubes have been deformed by applying εyy=-0.1,-0.2, and -0.3. Then the stress (or constraint) imposing
these radial strains has been lifted and the structure has been optimized. Contrary to the situation in
carbon nanotubes, up to the applied strain εyy ≤-0.2 the SWSiNTs have remained in the deformed state.
For example, (8,0) tubes with an initial radial strain of εyy=-0.1 and -0.2 are relaxed to a plastic deformation
corresponding to εyy=-0.09 and εyy=-0.14, respectively. Similar results have been obtained for (6,6) armchair
SWSiNT with initial radial strain of εyy=-0.1 and -0.2. In contrast, the tubes, which initially strained by
εyy=-0.25 and -0.3 have relaxed to a state with negligible residual strain. The total energy of the undeformed
SWSiNT EoT have been found to be lower (more energetic) than the total energy ErT (εyy) of tubes which were
relaxed upon radial deformation −0.3 ≤ εyy ≤ 0. However, the energy difference ∆E = ErT (εyy) − EoT > 0
is very small. The weakness of π-bonds of Si as compared to carbon nanotubes is possibly a reason why the
restoring forces are not strong enough to derive the deformed state to relax back to the original undeformed
state. Once the applied radial deformation gets significant (|εyy| > 0.2) the restoring forces become strong
enough to derive the relaxation towards circular cross section. On the other hand, after a severe radial
strain that causes a significant coupling between opposite internal surfaces the deformed state may be more
energetic (i.e ErT (εyy) < EoT or it may relax to different structures such as clusters. This situation constitutes
an important difference between Si and C single-wall nanotubes.

The axial strength of SWSiNT, or the elastic stiffness along tube axis is defined as the second derivative
of the strain energy per atom with respect to the axial strain εzz, namely κ = d2ET /dε

2
zz. The elastic

stiffness of the (8,0) SWSiNT along its axis is calculated to be 23 eV. This value is significant, but smaller
than that of SWCNT which is calculated to be 52-60 eV [44].

4.3. Electronic Structure

A systematic analysis of the electronic structure indicates that metallic zigzag SWSiNTs 6 ≤ n ≤ 11 have
three bands crossing the Fermi level, but a band gap between the valence and conduction bands opens when
n ≥ 12. A similar effect has been obtained for zigzag SWCNTs when n ≥ 7 [5, 38]. This metal-semiconductor
transition was attributed to the energy shift of the singlet π∗-band which is normally empty, but becomes
filled due to increased σ∗ − π∗ hybridization at a small radius [38, 45]. In the present case it appears that
σ∗ −π∗ hybridization becomes significant at a relatively larger radius. The conductance of all these infinite,
perfect tubes (6 ≤ n ≤ 11) is predicted to be equal to 3Go (Go = 2e2/h̄). Similar metallic behavior is also
obtained for armchair types namely for (6,6) and (9,9) SWSiNTs. The conductance of ideal infinite (n, n)
tubes is 2Go, but not 3Go as in metallic (n, 0) zigzag tubes. Figure 4 presents the systematic analysis of
(n, 0) tubes for 7 ≤ n ≤ 14 and clearly shows how the singlet π∗-band gradually raises as R increases.

Based on LDA calculations Fagan et al. [6, 7] also found (6,6) and (6,0) SWSiNT‘s metallic, but they
predicted (10,0) and (12,0) zigzag nanotubes are semiconductor with a small band gap of 0.1 eV. The
disagreement between the present one and those of Fagan et al. [6, 7] may be due to the differences in
pseudopotentials and in the approximation of exchange correlation potential. Electronic structure analysis
performed for the tubes under strain both radially and axially showed that the metallic character is not
altered but the position of the Fermi level is slightly changed due to deformation. The modification of
the electronic structure with chirality may offer the possibility of fabrication of nanodevices using SWSiNT
junctions. On the other hand, SWSiNTs can be used as metallic interconnects, since their conductance is
not severely affected by deformation.
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4.4. Interaction of SWSiNT with Atoms and Molecules

The interaction of Si nanotubes with an oxygen atom and an oxygen molecule is extremely important
for technological applications. The adsorption of an oxygen atom is studied by placing it initially above a
Si-Si bond parallel to the axis of a (8,0) SWSiNTs. The optimized structure shown in Figure 5(a). has a
very strong chemical bonding between O and SWSiNT with Eb=8.1 eV and the nearest Si-O distance 1.7
Å. The resulting geometry showed that SWSiNT is slightly distorted upon O adsorption.

The interaction between O2 and SWSiNT has been revealed by calculating the binding energy as a
function of the separation d from the axial Si-Si bond of the tube as shown in Figure 5(b). The O2

molecule is kept unrelaxed and taken parallel to the Si-Si bond. The calculated energy versus distance curve
E(d) in Figure 5(d) shows that O2 can be attracted to the tube, but there is no physisorption state as in
O2+SWCNT [46]. The minimum of E(d) occurs at 1.9 Å. Upon relaxation of the tube and O2 near this
minimum, the molecule has been dissociated to form two Si-O-Si bridge bonds over the zigzag Si-Si bonds,
and concomitantly SWSiNT has been distorted locally as illustrated in Figure 5(c). The distances between
nearest Si-O and O-O are 1.7 and 3.3 Å, respectively. We repeated the structure relaxation by initially
placing O2 at a larger distance d = 2.5Å from the surface of the tube and we obtained the same dissociated
state. Our results indicate that there will be a strong interaction between the Si nanotube and the oxygen
molecule in open air applications.

The SWSiNT surface is found to be reactive against Si, H, and Au atoms. The Si atom attached to the
top site is bound by Eb ∼ 5 eV. One Si atom of the tube is plunged inside the tube and a small cluster is
formed at the surface [see Figure 5(e)]. The chemisorption energy of H and Au atoms is strong and found
to be 4.4 eV and 3.4 eV, respectively.

5. Single wall nanotubes of III-V compounds

Motivated by interesting properties of SW(BN)NT and opto-electronic and field emitting properties of
GaN and AlN tubular forms [16, 47] we choose (8,0) AlP, GaAs, and GaN single-wall nanotubes as prototypes
to investigate the stability and electronic properties of III-V compound nanotubes. Even if the single-wall
nanotubes of these compounds have not been sythesized yet, the predictions of the present work are essential
for further efforts to achieve it. The initial bond lengths are chosen as the distance between nearest cation
and anion atoms in bulk structure. After relaxation of all atomic positions, as well as lattice constant c, the
tubular structures remained stable. The ab initio MD calculations also showed that SW(AlP)NT remained
stable at room temperature after 250 time steps. Eb is calculated to be 9.6 eV per AlP basis. The radius
of the tube is 5.2 Å. The structure is not a perfect tube but the hexagons on the surface are buckled. The
nearest Al-P distance is 2.3Å, and second nearest neighbor distance i.e, nearest P-P and Al-Al distances
are 3.9Å and 3.8Å, respectively. The energy band and TDOS analysis in Figure 6 points out that (8,0)
SW(AlP)NT is a semiconductor (insulator) with a band gap of 2.0 eV.

Initial tubular structure of (8,0) SW(GaAs)NT is maintained after geometry optimization at T=0 K.
Similar to SW(AlP)NT, hexagons are buckled. Eb is calculated to be 7.7 eV per GaAs and the radius is
4.8 Å. The nearest Ga-As distance is 2.4Å, and nearest Ga-Ga and As-As distances are 3.9Å and 4.1Å,
respectively. The (8,0) SW(GaAs)NT is also a semiconductor (insulator) with a band gap of 0.9 eV.

We place a special emphasis on GaN nanotubes,[16, 48] which are successfully synthesized by an epitaxial
casting method where ZnO nanowires are initially used as templates. GaN nanotubes produced this way
have a diameter of 300 Å and a minimum wall thickness of 50 Å. They are semiconducting and hence
they would be a possible candidate for opto-electronic applications. Whether a single-wall GaN tube of
smaller diameter (2R ∼ 10Å) can be stable and can exhibit technologically interesting electronic properties
is important to know. We again took (8,0) SW(GaN)NT as a prototype for the sake of consistency. Stable
tubular geometry is obtained by both geometry optimization at T=0 K and ab initio MD analysis at T=800
K. Upon relaxation atoms on the surface are buckled. Eb is calculated to be 11.5 eV per GaN and the radius
is 4.1 Å. The nearest Ga-N distance is 1.8Å, and the nearest Ga-Ga and N-N distances are 3.1Å and 3.2Å,
respectively. We found that the (8,0) SW(GaN)NT is a semiconductor (insulator) with a band gap of 2.2
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eV. A previous first-principles study performed by Lee et al. [17] by using LDA method predicted the similar
band gap for SW(GaN)NT. Here, we examine also whether SW(GaN)NT is radially elastic. To this end we
started with the elliptically deformed nanotube under εyy = −0.1, and let it relax in the absence of radial
forces. Similar to the Si nanotube, SW(GaN)NT is found to be radially soft.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed the stability of Si and III-V compound, single-wall nanotubes, and calculated
their optimized atomic structure and energy band structure. Si as well as III-V compounds can form stable
a 2D honeycomb structure, which is precursor of nanotubes. The energy necessary to roll these honeycomb
structures over a cylinder of radius R to make a perfect nanotube is however small as compared to those in
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carbon nanotubes. We found that Si single-wall nanotubes with small radius are unstable and are clustered
either at T=0 K or at finite temperatures. For example, while (3,0) is unstable even at T=0 K, (4,0) and
(5,0) lose their tubular character and tend to form cluster at T=500 K. Stable (n, 0) zigzag SWSiNTs are
metallic for 6 ≤ n ≤ 11, but become semiconducting for n ≤ 12. The metallicity of small radius (n, 0)
tubes is a typical curvature effect and results from the dipping of the singlet π∗-band into the valence band
at small radius. Stable (n, n) armchair SWSiNTs (n=6,9)are metallic. Our study on radially deformed
(8,0) and (6,6) SWSiNTs demonstrated that these nanotubes are radially ”soft”, and hence are devoid of
the strong restoring force that maintains radial elasticity. The radial softness of Si tubes is a behavior
which distinguishes them from carbon nanotubes. In contrast to that axial stiffness the Si nanotube has
been found to be high. We predicted that oxygen molecule adsorbed on the Si-Si bonds dissociates. A
strong interaction between O/O2 and SWSiNT appears to be serious in future processes involving Si tubes.
Adatoms like Si, Au, and H can also form strong chemisorption bonds with the atoms on the surface of
SWSiNT. Finally, we found III-V compound (8,0) nanotubes (AlP, GaAs, and GaN) stable at least at room
temperature and they are semiconductors with band gaps ranging from 0.9 eV to 2.2 eV. In contrast to small
radius metallic Si nanotubes, (8,0) compound nanotubes are semiconductors. The band gap increases with
a decreasing row number of elements. Even though not all the structures treated in this study have been
realized experimentally, the predictions obtained from the present first-principles calculations are expected
to be essential for further research in this field.
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